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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss security enhancement for a natural
class of identity-based identification (IBI) protocols.

We first introduce reversible Σ-type IBI protocol, which is an exten-
sion of reversible identification protocol by Kurosawa and Heng.

We next propose a transformations from a reversible IBI protocol
secure against static-identity and passive attacks to another one secure
against adaptive-identity and (active and) concurrent attacks. The trans-
formation requires no other cryptographic primitives and no additional
number-theoretic assumptions, and the security proof is accomplished
without the random oracles.

Keywords: identity-based identification, reversible Σ-type identifica-
tion, impersonation under active and concurrent attacks.

1 Introduction

Identification is an important research topic in information and communication
security, and identity-based identification (IBI) provides functionality of identifi-
cation in identity-based setting [15]. The functionality is realized with a protocol
between a prover and a verifier, where the prover wants to show the identity to
the verifier, and the verifier needs not to have any other information related to the
prover except the prover’s identity. For engaging the protocol, IBI requires a private
key generator (PKG) as other identity-based cryptographic primitives do so. The
PKG publishes a public parameter to setup an identification system. It generates a
secret key corresponding to a given identity of an entity, and gives the secret key to
the entity. The entity performs identification with the given secret key. Thus, this
concludes that IBI has three phases: Setup, Extract, and Identification.

Security of IBI protocols is defined by an experiment of an adversary who
acts as (cheating) verifiers to gather much knowledge in the learning phase after
the setup phase and then acts as a (cheating) prover to impersonate some entity
in the challenge phase. We say that the protocol is secure when the probability
that, in the experiment, the adversary succeeds in impersonation is negligible.
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The first security formulation for IBI was given by Kurosawa and Heng [11], and
Bellare, Namprempre, and Neven provided formal descriptions of IBI [2].

A strong security notion of IBI protocols is defined as security against im-
personation under concurrent attacks [3]. Roughly speaking, an adversary in
the security model against impersonation under passive attacks (called imp-pa
model [3]) is only allowed to eavesdrop communications in identification, though
an adversary in the security model against impersonation under active attacks
(called imp-aa model [3]) is allowed to sequentially access entities who prove their
identities. If an identification protocol is secure against an adversary is allowed
to concurrently access entities who prove their identities, it is said to be secure
against impersonation under concurrent attacks (imp-ca secure [3]).

In addition, the security notions of IBI protocols are classified depending on
selection of identities. The imp-atk security is also called security against imper-
sonation under adaptive-identity attacks (adapt-id-imp-atk security) [2,14], where
atk denotes a type of attacks such that atk ∈ {pa, aa, ca}. We can consider a weak
version of the adapt-id-imp-atk security such that an adversary requests secret
keys of identities only at the beginning of the learning phase, which is called
security against impersonation under static-identity attacks (stat-id-imp-atk se-
curity) [14].

Security Enhancement of Identity-Based Identification. Along with these
formulations, a few security enhancement techniques have been investigated [7,14].
A well-known OR-proof technique [7] enhances the security of standard identifi-
cation protocols from the passive security to the concurrent security. Moreover,
it is applicable also to IBI protocols, if the underlying IBI protocol is Σ-type [8],
which is a similar property to Σ-protocol [6]. Furthermore, Rückert proposed
another security enhancement technique which can convert a stat-id-imp-atk se-
cure IBI protocol to an imp-atk secure IBI protocol where atk denotes a type
of attacks such that atk ∈ {pa, aa, ca} [14]. The technique is applicable to any
IBI protocols, however, it needs a chameleon hash function [10] as an additional
cryptographic primitive.

Though both the techniques do not require the random oracles [4] for their
security proofs, a chameleon hash function is still necessary when we convert a
stat-id-imp-pa secure IBI protocol to an adapt-id-imp-ca secure one combining the
OR-proof technique and the Rückert technique. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no security enhancement transformation from a stat-id-imp-pa secure IBI
protocol to an adapt-id-imp-ca secure one without an additional primitive.

Our Contributions. We first introduce reversible Σ-type IBI protocol, which
is an extension of reversible identification protocol by Kurosawa and Heng [12].
When we apply the identity-based construction [2] to a reversible identifica-
tion [12], we obtain a reversible Σ-type IBI protocol. We also note that many
IBI protocols from signature schemes in [11] are reversible Σ-type.

We next propose a transformations from a stat-id-imp-pa secure reversible IBI
protocol to another adapt-id-imp-ca secure one. The transformation requires no
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other cryptographic primitives and no additional number-theoretic assumptions,
and the security proof is accomplished without the random oracles.

Organization. We give a definition of identity-based identification and a related
notion in Section 2. Section 3 provides a security enhancement technique, its
security proof and discussions with the related works.

2 Definitions

In this section, we present a definition of identity-based identification (IBI) pro-
tocols and introduce a property similar to Σ-type [8]. We adopt the definition
of IBI protocols in [2].

Identity-Based Identification. We adopt the definition of IBI protocols in [2].
Let IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) be an IBI protocol, where SetUp is the master-key-
generation algorithm that on input 1κ outputs mpk and msk , KG is the user-
key-generation algorithm that on input (mpk , msk , id) outputs sk id , P is the
prover algorithm that, taking inputs mpk , id and sk id , interacts with V, and V
is the verifier algorithm that, taking inputs mpk and id , interacts with P and
finally outputs dec ∈ {accept , reject}.

The PKG uses SetUp to generate master public key mpk and secret key msk ,
publicizes mpk and keeps msk secret. It also uses KG to generate a secret key
sk id for the entity of an identity id . The entity having id uses P, as a prover.
The prover interacts with another entity who uses V as a verifier to convince the
verifier that the identity is id . If both the entities correctly follows the protocol,
V outputs accept .

We describe the formal definitions of security of IBI based on the following
experiments Expadapt-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ) between a challenger and an impersonator I =
(CV, CP), where atk denotes a type of attacks such that atk ∈ {pa, aa, ca}.
Experiment Expadapt-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ):
Setup Phase: The challenger obtains (mpk , msk) ← SetUp(1κ) and ini-

tializes HU , CU , TU , PS ← ∅, where HU , CU , and TU denote the sets
of honest users, corrupted users, and target users, respectively, and PS
denotes the set of provers’ sessions. The impersonator CV is given the
security parameter 1κ and the master public key mpk .

Learning Phase: The impersonator CV can query to the oracles Init,
Corr and Conv when atk = pa, and also to Prov when atk = {aa,
ca}. Note that id �∈ HU \ TU means that id is target user, corrupted
user, or non-initiated user.
– The oracle Init receives input id . If id ∈ HU ∪CU ∪TU , then Init

returns ⊥. Otherwise, it obtains sk id ← KG(mpk , msk , id), adds id
to HU , and provides CV with id .

– The oracle Corr receives input id . If id �∈ HU \ TU , then Corr
returns ⊥. Otherwise, it adds id to CU , deletes id from HU , and
returns sk id to CV.
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– The oracle Conv receives input id . If id �∈ HU , then Conv returns
⊥. Otherwise it returns a transcript of a transaction between the
prover with identity id and a verifier.

– (only when atk = aa) The oracle Prov receives inputs id , s, and
Min. If id �∈ HU \ TU , then Prov returns ⊥. Otherwise if PS = ∅,
it sets PS = {(id , s)}, picks a random coin ρ, and sets a state of
the prover stP[(id , s)] ← (mpk , sk id , ρ). Next, it obtains (Mout,
stP[(id , s)])← P(Min, stP[(id , s)]). Finally, it returns Mout. If Mout

is the final message of the protocol, Prov sets PS ← ∅.
– (only when atk = ca) The oracle Prov receives inputs id , s, and

Min. If id �∈ HU \ TU , then Prov returns ⊥. If (id , s) �∈ PS , then
it adds (id , s) to PS , picks a random coin ρ, and sets a state of
the prover stP[(id , s)] ← (mpk , sk id , ρ). Next, it obtains (Mout,
stP[(id , s)])← P(Min, stP[(id , s)]). Finally, it returns Mout.

Challenge Phase: CV outputs a target identity id∗ and stCP. If id∗ is
not in HU then the challenger outputs 0 and halts. Otherwise, the
challenger sets TU ← {id∗}, and gives stCP to CP. CP can query to
the oracles Init, Corr, and Conv, (and Prov when atk = aa or ca)
as in the learning phase. Finally, the challenger obtains (tr , dec) ←
Run[CP(stCP)Init,Corr,Conv(,Prov) ↔ V(mpk , id∗)] and outputs dec.

In the case of atk = aa, the Prov oracle allows only a single session at a time.
On the other hand, in the case of atk = ca, it allows multiple sessions at the
same time.

Definition 2.1. Let IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) be an IBI protocol and I = (CV,
CP) an impersonator. Let κ be a security parameter. The advantage of I in
attacking IBI is defined by

Advadapt-id-imp-atk
IBI,I (κ) := Pr

[
Expadapt-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ) = accept
]
.

We say that an IBI protocol, IBI, is secure against impersonation under adaptive-
identity and concurrent attacks (adapt-id-imp-ca secure) if Advadapt-id-imp-ca

IBI,I (κ)
is negligible for every polynomial-time impersonator I, is secure against im-
personation under adaptive-identity and active attacks (adapt-id-imp-aa secure)
if Advadapt-id-imp-aa

IBI,I (κ) is negligible for every polynomial-time impersonator I,
and is secure against impersonation under adaptive-identity and passive attacks
(adapt-id-imp-pa secure) if Advadapt-id-imp-pa

IBI,I (κ) is negligible for every polynomial-
time impersonator I.
According to [14], we also describe a weaker security definition of IBI based
on the following experiments Expstat-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ) (atk ∈ {pa, aa, ca}) between a
challenger and an impersonator I = (CV, CP).

Experiment Expstat-id-imp-atk
IBI,I (κ):

Setup Phase: At the beginning of this phase, the impersonator CV issues
a single corruption query (id1, . . . , id t) to the challenger before seeing
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master public key. The challenger is given the security parameter 1κ,
obtains (mpk , msk)← SetUp(1κ), and computes sk idi

← KG(mpk , msk ,
id i) for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ t). It sets CU ← {id1, id2, . . . , id t} and then
returns (sk id1 , . . . , sk idt

) to CV. The challenger initializes HU , TU ,
PS ← ∅. The impersonator CV is given the security parameter 1κ and
the master public key mpk .

Learning and Challenge Phases: The learning and challenge phases are
defined as the same way as those in the experiments Expadapt-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ),
except that the impersonator I is not allowed to additional queries to
Corr during these phases.

Definition 2.2. Let IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) be an IBI protocol and I = (CV,
CP) an impersonator. Let κ be a security parameter. The advantage of I in
attacking IBI is defined by

Advstat-id-imp-atk
IBI,I (κ) := Pr

[
Expstat-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ) = accept
]
.

We say that IBI is secure against impersonation under static-identity and con-
current attacks (stat-id-imp-ca secure) if Advstat-id-imp-ca

IBI,I (κ) is negligible for every
polynomial-time I, is secure against impersonation under static-identity and ac-
tive attacks (stat-id-imp-aa secure) if Advstat-id-imp-aa

IBI,I (κ) is negligible for every
polynomial-time I, and is secure against impersonation under static-identity
and passive attacks (stat-id-imp-pa secure) if Advstat-id-imp-pa

IBI,I (κ) is negligible for
every polynomial-time I.

Reversible Σ-Type IBI Protocol. We define an analogue of Σ-protocols in
the context of IBI protocols. Let IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) be an identity-based
identification protocol.

Suppose that communication between P and V is realized by the following
three-move protocol through which five polynomial-time algorithms (Σibi-gnc,
Σibi-cmt, Σibi-clg, Σibi-rsp, Σibi-chk) are used, and that Σibi-cmt, Σibi-rsp, and Σibi-chk

are deterministic.

P→ V: P computes r ← Σibi-gnc(mpk , id), x = Σibi-cmt(mpk , id , r) and sends x
to V.

V→ P: V computes c← Σibi-clg(mpk , id) and sends c to P.
P→ V: P computes y = Σibi-rsp(mpk , id , sk id , r, c) and sends y to V.
V: V outputs accept if x = Σibi-chk(mpk , id , c, y) holds, and, reject otherwise.

Let Rnd(mpk ,id) denote a set {r | r ← Σibi-gnc(mpk , id)}, and assume that r is
uniformly distributed over Rnd(mpk,id).

We call this type of three-move IBI protocols canonical, and moreover, we call
an IBI protocol IBI reversible Σ-type if it is canonical and satisfies three proper-
ties: y-uniformity, special soundness, special commitment, and special response.
y-Uniformity: Let Res(mpk,id) be a set {y | y ← Σibi-rsp(mpk , id , sk id , r,
c), c ← Σibi-clg(mpk , id), r ∈ Rnd(mpk,id)}. For any fixed (mpk , id , sk id , c),
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y = Σibi-rsp(mpk , id , sk id , r, c) is uniformly distributed over Res(mpk ,id) if r is
uniformly distributed over Rnd(mpk,id).
Special Soundness: We can compute the user secret key sk id for an identity
id from mpk , id and two accepting transcripts (x, c, y) and (x, c̃, ỹ) such that
c �= c̃. That is, there is a polynomial-time algorithm Σibi-ext that takes as inputs
mpk , id and two transcripts (x, c, y) and (x, c̃, ỹ) satisfying x = Σibi-chk(mpk , id ,
c, y) = Σibi-chk(mpk , id , c̃, ỹ) and c �= c̃, and outputs sk id .
Special Commitment: We can compute r from mpk , id , sk id , c, y such that
Σibi-cmt(mpk , id , r) = Σibi-chk(mpk , id , c, y). That is, there is a polynomial-time
algorithm Σibi-rvs that takes as inputs mpk , id , sk id , c, and y, and outputs r.
Special Response: We can generate y only from mpk and id such that for
some r and c, Σibi-cmt(mpk , id , r) = Σibi-chk(mpk , id , c, y) holds, and the gen-
erated y is randomly and uniformly distributed over Res(mpk ,id). That is, there
is a polynomial-time algorithm Σibi-gnr that takes as inputs mpk and id , and
outputs y.

Note that the y-uniformity and special response properties imply the following
special zero-knowledge property.
Special Zero-Knowledge: We can obtain an accepting transcript from a chal-
lenge c, mpk and id . That is, there is a polynomial-time algorithm Σibi-sim

that takes on inputs mpk , id and c such that c ← Σibi-clg(mpk , id), runs
y ← Σibi-gnr(mpk , id) and x ← Σibi-chk(mpk , id , c, y), and outputs (x, y). The
distribution of transcripts generated by Σibi-clg and Σibi-sim is indistinguishable
from that of real transcripts.

3 Proposed Security Enhancement Transformations

3.1 Description

Here we propose a generic transformation that converts any stat-id-imp-pa secure
reversible Σ-type IBI protocol into an adapt-id-imp-ca secure IBI one. We note
that, in conversion, x and id are treated as challenges. Our transformation mod-
ifies a three-move transaction (x, c, y) of the underlying protocol into another
three-move one ((X ′, Y ′, X ′′), c, (x, y, Y ′′)) such that Y ′ ← Σibi-gnr(mpk , ĩd),
X ′ = Σibi-chk(mpk , ĩd , id , Y ′), Y ′′ ← Σibi-gnr(mpk , ĩd), and X ′′ = Σibi-chk(mpk ,
ĩd , x, Y ′′), where ĩd is a fixed string called master identity and is a part of
master public key for the constructed IBI protocol.

Let IBI′ = (SetUp′, KG′, P′, V′) be a reversible Σ-type IBI protocol, where (P′,
V′) is realized by (Σ′

ibi-gnc, Σ′
ibi-cmt, Σ′

ibi-clg, Σ′
ibi-rsp, Σ′

ibi-chk) and the y-uniformity,
special soundness, and special commitment properties are shown by (Σ′

ibi-gnr,
Σ′

ibi-ext, Σ′
ibi-rvs).

From this Σ-type IBI protocol IBI′, we construct another IBI protocol IBI =
(SetUp, KG, P, V) as follows.

SetUp: It takes as input 1κ, runs (mpk ′, msk ′)← SetUp′(1κ), (mpk ′′, msk ′′)←
SetUp′(1κ), chooses a master identity ĩd , and outputs (mpk , msk) = ((mpk ′,
mpk ′′, ĩd), msk ′).
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KG: It takes as input (mpk , msk , id), parses mpk and msk as mpk = (mpk ′,
mpk ′′, ĩd) and msk = msk ′, respectively, runs Y ′

id ← Σ′
ibi-gnr(mpk ′′, ĩd),

X ′
id = Σ′

ibi-chk(mpk ′′, ĩd , id , Y ′
id ), sk ′

id ← KG′(mpk ′, msk ′, X ′
id ) and outputs

sk id = (sk ′
id , X ′

id , Y ′
id ).

P: P takes as input (mpk , id , sk id ), and parses mpk and sk id as mpk = (mpk ′,
mpk ′′, ĩd) and sk id = (sk ′

id , X ′
id , Y ′

id ), respectively.

V: V takes as input (mpk , id), and parses mpk as mpk = (mpk ′, mpk ′′, ĩd).
P→ V: P computes r ← Σ′

ibi-gnc(mpk ′, X ′
id), x = Σ′

ibi-cmt(mpk ′, X ′
id , r), Y ′′ ←

Σ′
ibi-gnr(mpk ′′, ĩd), X ′′ = Σ′

ibi-chk(mpk ′′, ĩd , x, Y ′′), and sends (X ′
id , Y ′

id , X ′′)
to V.

V→ P: V computes c← Σ′
ibi-clg(mpk ′, X ′

id ) and sends c to P.

P→ V: P computes y = Σ′
ibi-rsp(mpk ′, X ′

id , sk ′
id , r, c) and sends (x, y, Y ′′) to V.

V: V outputs accept if x = Σ′
ibi-chk(mpk ′, X ′

id , c, y), X ′
id = Σ′

ibi-chk(mpk ′′, ĩd , id ,
Y ′
id ) and X ′′ = Σ′

ibi-chk(mpk ′′, ĩd , x, Y ′′) hold, and, reject otherwise.

Setup
SetUp(1κ)

(mpk′,msk′) ← SetUp′(1κ)
(mpk ′′,msk′′) ← SetUp′(1κ)
choose a master identity ĩd

output (mpk,msk) = ((mpk′,mpk′′, ĩd),msk ′)
Extract

KG(mpk,msk , id)

mpk = (mpk ′,mpk ′′, ĩd)
msk = msk ′

Y ′
id ← Σ′

ibi-gnr(mpk ′′, ĩd)
X′

id = Σ′
ibi-chk(mpk ′′, ĩd, id, Y ′

id )
sk ′

id ← KG′(mpk′,msk ′, X′
id )

outputs skid = (sk ′
id , X

′
id , Y

′
id )

Identification
P(mpk , id , skid ) V(mpk, id)

mpk = (mpk′,mpk′′, ĩd) mpk = (mpk′,mpk′′, ĩd)
skid = (sk ′

id , X
′
id , Y

′
id )

r ← Σ′
ibi-gnc(mpk′, X′

id )

x = Σ′
ibi-cmt(mpk ′, X′

id , r)

Y ′′ ← Σ′
ibi-gnr(mpk′′, ĩd)

X′′ = Σ′
ibi-chk(mpk′′, ĩd , x, Y ′′) (X′

id , Y
′
id , X

′′)
−→ c ← Σ′

ibi-clg(mpk′, X′
id )

c
y = Σ′

ibi-rsp(mpk′, X′
id , sk id , r, c) ←−

(x, y, Y ′′)
−→ check x = Σ′

ibi-chk(mpk′, X′
id , c, y),

X′
id = Σ′

ibi-chk(mpk ′′, ĩd, id, Y ′
id ), and

X′′ = Σ′
ibi-chk(mpk ′′, ĩd, x, Y ′′)

output accept if all hold;
otherwise, output reject

Fig. 1. Proposed Transformation
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3.2 Security

In this section, we show that the proposed transformation can enhance the secu-
rity of reversible Σ-type IBI protocols from the security against impersonation
under static-identity and passive attacks (i.e., stat-id-imp-pa security) to the secu-
rity against impersonation under adaptive-identity and (active and) concurrent
attacks (i.e., adapt-id-imp-ca security).

Theorem 3.1. If there exists a stat-id-imp-pa secure reversible Σ-type IBI pro-
tocol, then there exists an adapt-id-imp-ca secure IBI protocol.

Proof (Sketch). Suppose that there exists an adapt-id-imp-ca impersonator, I =
(CV, CP), against IBI. We construct a stat-id-imp-pa impersonator, I′ = (CV′,
CP′), against IBI′. Here we outline the construction.

Suppose that I ′ obtains two accepting transcripts ((X ′
id∗ ,Y ′

id∗ , X ′′), c, (x, y,
Y ′′)) and ((X ′

id∗ , Y ′
id∗ , X ′′), c̃, (x̃, ỹ, Ỹ ′′)) by rewinding I. There are two cases

that (A) x �= x̃ or (B) x = x̃. We call the impersonator I that makes the former
and latter transcripts a type A and type B impersonator, respectively.
From Type A Impersonator: We first describe the case that I is a type
A impersonator, because it is easier. In the setup phase of the static-identity
experiment, I ′ issues no corruption query to its stat-id-imp-pa challenger. I′
receives mpke from the challenger. It generates (mpks, msks) ← SetUp′(1κ),
chooses ĩd , and sets mpk ′ = mpks, mpk ′′ = mpke, and mpk = (mpk ′, mpk ′′, ĩd).
I ′ starts the experiment with the impersonator I by feeding mpk .

In the learning phase, since I ′ has msk ′, it can generate sk ′
id and then sk id .

Thus, I ′ can perfectly simulate the oracles.
In the challenge phase, I declares the target identity id∗, and then, I ′ declares

ĩd as the target identity. I ′ rewinds I and obtains two transcripts ((X ′
id∗ , Y ′

id∗ ,
X ′′), c, (x, y, Y ′′)) and ((X ′

id∗ , Y ′
id∗ , X ′′), c̃, (x̃, ỹ, Ỹ ′′)). We can classify the

transcripts into two cases: If X ′
id∗ has already been generated for a distinct

identity id �= id∗, then I ′ obtains two accepting transcripts under mpk ′′ and ĩd ,
that is, (X ′

id∗ , id∗, Y ′
id∗) and (X ′

id , id , Y ′
id ) with X ′

id∗ = X ′
id . I ′ can extract sk ĩd

from the two transcripts due to the special soundness property, and wins the
stat-id-imp-pa experiment. Otherwise, it has the transcripts for distinct x and
x̃. It extracts sk ĩd from the two accepting transcripts, (X ′′, x, Y ′′) and (X ′′,
x̃, Ỹ ′′) under mpk ′′ and ĩd due to the special soundness property, and wins the
stat-id-imp-pa experiment.
From Type B Impersonator: We next consider the case that I is a type B
impersonator. Let Q be an upperbound of the number of the Init queries from
I. In the setup phase of the static-identity experiment, I′ generates (mpk s,
msks) ← SetUp′(1κ), chooses ĩd , and sets mpk ′′ = mpk s. I ′ then guesses i∗ ∈
{1, . . . , Q} such that in the i∗-th Init query, I initializes the target identity
id∗. Next, I ′ generates sk ′′

ĩd
← KG′(mpk ′′, msk ′′, ĩd). I ′ generates Q random

identities id ′
i (1 ≤ i ≤ Q), converts id ′

i to X ′
i with Ŷi using mpk ′′, and issues a

corruption query (X ′
1, . . . , X ′

i∗−1, X ′
i∗+1, . . . , X ′

Q) to the challenger. Then I ′
receives the secret keys (sk ′

1, . . . , sk ′
i∗−1, sk ′

i∗+1, . . . , sk ′
Q) for (X ′

1, . . . , Xi∗−1,
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Xi∗+1, . . . , X ′
Q) and the master public key mpke. It sets mpk ′ = mpke and sets

mpk = (mpk ′, mpk ′′, ĩd) (see Fig. 2). I ′ starts the experiment with I by feeding
mpk .

I I′ challenger
choose (id ′

1, . . . , id
′
Q)

Ŷi ← Σ′
ibi-gnr(mpk ′′, ĩd) (X ′

1, . . . , X
′
i∗−1,

X ′
i = Σ′

ibi-chk(mpk ′′, ĩd , id ′
i, Ŷi) X ′

i∗+1, . . . , X
′
Q)

−→
(sk ′

1, . . . , sk
′
i∗−1,

sk ′
i∗+1, . . . , sk

′
Q)

mpke

←−
◦ Init

id j

−→
R′ ← Σ′

ibi-rvs(mpk ′′, ĩd , sk ′′
ĩd

, idj , Ŷj)

id j Y ′
j = Σ′

ibi-rsp(mpk ′′, ĩd , sk ′′
ĩd

, R′, id j)
←−

◦ Corr
id j

−→
sk j If j �= i∗, sk j = (sk ′

j , X
′
j , Y

′
j )

←−

Fig. 2. Sketch of Init and Corr oracle simulation

In the learning phase, I ′ answers the oracle queries as follows: On an Init
query id j , I computes Y ′

j such that X ′
j = Σ′

ibi-chk(mpk ′′, ĩd , id j , Y ′
j ) by using

Σ′
ibi-rvs and Σ′

ibi-rsp. On a Corr query id , if id = id i∗ then I aborts. Otherwise,
since id = id j for j �= i∗, I can return sk id = (sk ′

j , X ′
j , Y ′

j ) (see Fig. 2).
On a Prov query id i (id i �= id i∗), I answers the query by using sk id = (sk ′

i,
X ′

i, Y ′
i ). The problem arises on id i∗ , since I ′ does not have sk ′

i∗ . Even in this
case, I ′ can simulate id i∗ by using sk ′′

ĩd
. Given id i∗ with a session s, then it

simulates the conversation (x̂, ĉ, ŷ) and the commitment X ′′ of x̂, and returns
(X ′

i∗ , Y ′
i∗ , X ′′). On the query (id i∗ , s, c), it newly generates the conversation

(x, c, y) and computes a decommitment Y ′′ by using sk ′′
ĩd

and x. Then, it returns
(x, y, Y ′′) (see Fig. 3).

In the challenge phase of the inner experiment, I declares the target identity
id∗. We see that id∗ = id i∗ occurs with probability 1/Q. Otherwise, I ′ aborts.
I ′ randomly chooses two challenges c and c̃ and obtains two transcripts ((X ′

id∗ ,
Y ′
id∗ , X ′′), c, (x, y, Y ′′)) and ((X ′

id∗ , Y ′
id∗ , X ′′), c̃, (x̃, ỹ, Ỹ ′′)). Suppose that

both transcripts are accepted. If X ′
id∗ equals to X ′

i for i �= i∗, then I ′ aborts. If
x �= x̃ then I ′ aborts. Otherwise, I ′ obtains two accepting transcripts (x, c, y)
and (x, c̃, ỹ) under mpk ′ and X ′

id∗ = X ′
i∗ . Due to the special soundness, I ′
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I I′
◦ Prov

id i∗

−→ ĉ← Σ′
ibi-clg(mpk ′, X ′

i∗ )
ŷ ← Σ′

ibi-gnr(mpk ′, X ′
i∗)

x̂ = Σ′
ibi-chk(mpk ′, X ′

i∗ , ĉ, ŷ)

Ŷ ← Σ′
ibi-gnr(mpk ′′, ĩd)

(X ′
i∗ , Y ′

i∗ , X ′′) X ′′ = Σ′
ibi-chk(mpk ′′, ĩd , x̂, Ŷ )

←−
c
−→ y ← Σ′

ibi-gnr(mpk ′, X ′
i∗)

x← Σ′
ibi-chk(mpk ′, X ′

i∗ , c, y)

R← Σ′
ibi-rvs(mpk ′′, ĩd , sk ′′

ĩd
, x, Ŷ )

(x, y, Y ′′) Y ′′ = Σ′
ibi-rsp(mpk ′′, ĩd , sk ′′

ĩd
, R, x)

←−

Fig. 3. Sketch of Prov oracle simulation on id i∗

can extract sk i∗ . Then, I ′ declares X ′
i∗ as the target identity and can win the

stat-id-imp-pa experiment. ��
Due to page limitation, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in the final version of
this paper.

3.3 Discussions

On Reversible Σ-Type Protocols. Kurosawa and Heng [12] defined a re-
versible property for identification protocols, and showed the conversion of the
reversible identification protocol to trapdoor commitment scheme and vice versa.
They also constructed an online/offline signature scheme, directly combining a
signature scheme and a reversible identification protocol [12, Section 5]. The
constructed scheme has smaller size of public keys than that of a scheme based
on the Shamir-Tauman construction [16], which simply combines a signature
scheme and a trapdoor commitment scheme.

Canetti et al. [5] defined augmented Σ-protocol, which is an extension of Σ-
protocol for proving knowledge for some relation and has a property similar to
“reversible” for standard identification. They then construct an identity-based
trapdoor commitment scheme [1] from any signature scheme with an augmented
Σ-protocol.

From a reversible Σ-type IBI protocol, which is an extension of reversible
identification protocol [12], we can construct a trapdoor commitment scheme.
In addition, we can construct a multi-trapdoor commitment [9], identity-based
trapdoor commitment [1], simulation-sound trapdoor commitment [13], and non-
malleable trapdoor commitment [13] from it.

We observe that many IBI protocols fall into reversible Σ-type. Kurosawa and
Heng [12] noted that many practical identification protocols have the reversible
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property. Applying to the reversible identification protocol the certificate-based
construction by Bellare, Namprempre, and Neven [2], which constructs an IBI
protocol from an identification protocol and a digital signature scheme, we ob-
tain a reversible Σ-type IBI protocol. We also note that the Kurosawa-Heng
construction [11] can convert a signature scheme with an augmented Σ-protocol
into a reversible Σ-type IBI protocol.

On Security Enhancements. It is known that a trapdoor commitment scheme
enhances the security of IBI protocol from the static-identity setting to the
adaptive-identity setting [14]. Consequently we may apply the constructed trap-
door commitment to the IBI protocol in order to enhance its security.

However, we present a transformation that converts a stat-id-imp-pa secure IBI
protocol to an adapt-id-imp-ca secure one. In this transformation, an instance
of an underlying IBI protocol is directly combined with another instance of
the same IBI protocol, instead of constructing multi-trapdoor commitment and
simply combining it with IBI protocol. The obtained IBI protocol attains more
efficiency than the one by simple combination of the underlying IBI protocol with
the multi-trapdoor commitment schemes, as well as we see in the construction
of online/offline signature schemes in [12].

Yang et al. [17] presented a construction of IBI protocols secure under weak-
selective-identity attacks in the standard model. In this paper, we discuss only se-
curity under adaptive-identity and static-identity attacks (adapt-id-imp-atk and
stat-id-imp-atk), not weak-selective-identity attacks. In [8], it is shown that secu-
rity under weak-selective-identity attacks is not stronger than stat-id-imp-atk se-
curity, and stat-id-imp-atk security is not stronger than adapt-id-imp-atk security.

4 Conclusion

We introduced reversible Σ-type IBI protocol, which is an extension of reversible
identification protocol by Kurosawa and Heng [12]. Then, we proposed a secu-
rity enhancement technique for reversible Σ-type identity-based identification
protocols. The proposed transformation can convert a stat-id-imp-pa secure IBI
protocol to an adapt-id-imp-ca secure one. It requires no other cryptographic
primitives and no additional assumptions, and the security proof is done with-
out the random oracles.
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